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ABSTRACT 

The Crystal Ball detector at SPEAK is used tc study the Inclusive photon 
spectra in decays of the J/* and «', with double our previous data sample. 
Branching fractions for *' •* t x 0 j l ) , have been measuted as (9.7i0.6)Z, 
(3.810.5)2 and (7.7*0.5)1 respectively. Combining measurements from inclusive 
and exclusive Crystal Ball studies our best values for the natural widths are, 
r t o c(x„ . ,) - (1614), <2.6 (90* C.L.), and (3 ±2) KeV respectively; and the 
radiatlve'vidths r ( x B p l f 2 * *j/») are (97 ±38), <700 (90*. C.t.), and (490*330) 
KeV respectively. By assuming naive El theory for X 0 , •** vJ/*, we obtain an 
estimate for r t o t(x,) * (0.75*0.50) KeV. Perforning'a simultaneous fit to the 
decays *' •+ vn £ and J/* -» yn c we measure the branching fractions as (0.29 ±0.08)Z 
and (1.20 + 0.53,-0.35)3 respectively, for a mass of 2984 t 5 HeV and a natural 
line width of 12.4 ± 4.6 HaV. An n' candidate state Is observed with mass 
H - 3592 ±5 HeV, natural line width r t o, < 8 HeV (951 C.L.), and 
«*(•' * f-lc candidate) - (Q.2-L3)* <9» C.L.). 

(Invited talk presented at the JWIltJi Rencontre de Horlond: 
New flavours, Lea Area, France, January 24-30, 19S2.) 

Worksho: *is«* 

* Work supported by the Department of Energy, contract DE-AC03-76SF0051S. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Precise measurements of the heavy qnaifconlum spectros'jples is crucial to 
the current efforts at formulating a theory for strongly bound systems. In 
particular, charnonlun below threshold, with Its high production rates In a e~ 
(t*200K resonance events/week), allows for a detailed study of the radiative 
transitions and provides a basic test for the quarkonium models and QCD. He report 
here on inclusive photon spectra obtained using the Crystal Ball NaKTl) detector 
at SPEAR, comprising 1.8x10 6 ** and 2.2*10 6 J/* (±5Z overall systematic), with 
an integrated luminosity of 3450 nb~ and 765 nb respectively. 

Figure 1 illustrates the charmonium 
Chorm 
Threslold scheme. Indicating the quantum numbers J PC 

*'136841 

X;I3555I 
X, (3510) 

with the spectroscopic notation 23+1, 

Fig. 

'So % '", *, 

1. Charapnium level scheme. 

Hot all of the possible radiative transi
tions are shown, but all those currently 
observed are present. Regarding the current 
experimental situation, aside from the well 
established triplet $ and F wave states, 
the J/t hyperfine partner, nc(?984) is seen 
both In inclusive2 and exclusive2»J channels 
but lacks measurement of Its spin-parity 
quantum numbers; the recently observed I|I' 
hyperfine partner, n c0592J candidate,*1 Is 
seen only inclusively; and the singlec P. 
state has never been seen5 (having negative 

C-parlty, Its detection is expected to be difficult). 
After the discoveries of J/41 and +* (1974) three experiments measured the 

Inclusive photon spectra with Increasing degrees of sensitivity. The first attempt 
by a two crystal Kal(Tl) detector,6 could only place upper limits on radiative 
transitions because of low statistics and a low photon efficiency. A magnetic 
detector7 measuring converted photons observed the ji" •* YXn transition, but was 
insensitive to photons below 200 HeV. A moderately segmented NaKTl) detector8 

with data from a short run at SPEAR measured the transitions to each of the triplet 
P states and observed the secondary y transitions to J/41. 

- y ' ; 2. DETECTOR AND ANALYSIS 

The 'Crystal Ball detector consists of a highly segmented array of NaKTl) 
crystals (981 of 4» steradlans) for high-resolution measurements of the photon 
energy, position (1-2 resolution depending on energy), and lateral energy dis
tributions; centrally located spark and proportional chambers are used for charged 
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particle recognition. A mora complete description nay be found In the refer
ences. 9' 1 0 

Detailed aspects of the analysis, I.e., the event selection, the photon 
selection, the fits to tha inclusive photon spectra, and the estimations of the 
photon efficiency, have bean described elsewhere,11 We will present a summary 
here. Hadronlc events were software selected (efficiency 94%) from the trigger 
sample which also contained the following backgrounds: cosmic rays, beam-gas 
Interactions, QED, and direct resonance decays to * lepton pair. The dominant 
residual contamination (from the first two items) is 0.5* at J/* and 1.2% at *'. 
The nonresonance physics background is l.M at J/* and 4.3% at *'. The trigger 
efficiency for hadronic decays is >98S. 

Of central importance in our spectroscopic studies was the detailed examina
tion of the radiative transitions Involving the Xj state* to test for systematic 
errors resulting from the background shape under the peaks, and the estimations 
of the photon efficiencies. Widely different selection criteria for defining 

neutral tracks were employed, leading to 
Bets of spectra for J/* and *'. The 
degree of selection (in order of In
creasing enhancement of signal co back
ground) ranged from a spectrun of all 
tracks (neutral and charged). Fig. 2(a), 
to a highly restricted spectrum. Fig. 2(b), 
based on the following CUES: I) removal 
of charged particles after identification 
by the central chambers [efficiency 
="(85-90)3!]; li) neutral tracks overlapping 
interacting hadronic showers were removed; 
ill) photons which could be reconstructed 
to a 110 mass were cut} and lv) residual 
charged particles (missed by the tracking 
chambers) ware identified by their lateral 
energy distribution in the adjacent crys
tals and cut. 

The signals in the resulting spectra 
were fit with the known detector Hal(Tl) 
line shape and resolution, and in the 
event of a broad stste, folded with a 
nonrelatlvistlc Brelt-Wgner mass distri
bution. In fitting the backgrounds, terms 
were included for the following: 1) an 
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Fig. 2. Inclusive v spectra at *'. 
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amplitude for our measured charged particle spectrum; it) sn amplitude for the 
Monte Carlo generated spectrum *' •* n°vaJ/4 for the *' spectra without *° sub
traction, and an amplitude for a similarity generated spectrum *' * nJ/+ for all 
i|>' spectra, and ill) a sum of Legendre polynomials of order 2 to 5 (depending on 
the size of the energy Interval in the fit), for the remaining broad photon back
ground. Figures 3(a) and (b) show fits to the *' spectra in Figs. 2<a) and (b) 
respectively, for the Xt transitions. 

Estimates of the photon detection 
efficiencies, using a Monte Carlo, were 
made at 5 photon energies spanning the 
observed x peaks, for each spectrum in 
the study. Monochromatic photons were 
generated laotroplcally, propogated 
through Cbe Crystal Ball Monce Carlo using 
the E6S electromagnetic shower code, 1 2 

added to real J/* events, analysed with 
the production programs, and combined with 
the *' spectra. The photon efficiencies 
for these if>' events were obtained from the 
fitted Monte Carlo signal strengths. A 
siirilar procedure was carried out for the 
Mil spectra yielding efficiencies identi
cal with the *' results within statis
tical errors. Additional corrections were 
made for the photon conversion probability 
and the measured recoil y angular distri-
but ions (1+cos'ft for the n c» <•:£, and Kg. 
1-0.189 cos26 for the Xj, and 1-0.052 
cos26 for the X j ) . 1 0 , 1 3 

Consistent results were obtained for 
the BR(*' * vXj) and the Xj natural width 
among the four different spectra in the 
study for each Xj. Firstly this gives 

confidence to the quality of the estimations for the photon detection efficiency. 
Secondly, since the S*St distinguishing feature sep iratlng the three X, peaks is 
the variation in tne underlying background, the observed consistency between 
spectra of considerably different backgrounds gives confidence to the accuracy of 
the point to point measurements within a given spectrum. Finally, the Inclusive 
results obtained for the product BXM»' * YXj * YY*> « re consistent with Crystal 
Ball exclusive measurements,10 adding validity to the absolute values. 

•IS # \ 

60 30 

Fig. 3. Fits to Xj transitions at *' 
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A similar study (with five spectra) was carried out for the transitions 
*• + \n end * * yn > where the *' and J/+ spectra were fit simultaneously to 
the sane mass [H(t)e)3 recoiling against th« photons. Examples of the J/* and *' 
sepetra used In the n study are shown in Figs. 4(a) and (b); the corresponding 
simultaneous fit la shown In Figs. 5(a) and (b). Again the branching ratio and 
n natural width were found to be consistent among Che selected spectra. With the 
c 
confidence gained through these studies a particular photon selection criterion 
was chosen for examining the transition *' -+ YI£ (candidate). Figure 6 shows the 
resulting (r' spectrum and fit used la the measurement of the #' * yn c transition. 
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Pig, 4. Inclusive y spectra at 
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3 . CHAKMONIUM MODELS 

n—i i I I ii| 

(a) 

i i T i m ; 
Since as yet no field theory of the 

strong Interactions has been able to 
explicitly solve the heavy quark-anti-
quark bound system problem, a major 
effort has been directed towards ths 
employment of an instantaneous potential 
In conjunction with the experience gained 
from QED as a vehicle to carry out the 
( "tred calculations. The simplest model 
assumes a nonrelativistic system with a 
spin independent central potential. The 
spectrum and wave functions are obtained 
by solving the Schrodinger equation. 
Since QCD suggests only the asymptotic 
form of the potential (short distance 
and long distance) a variety of functions 
(and derivations) for the intermediate 
region have been tried.1*~1' The approach 
may be modified by Including effects due 
to coupling with nearby states above and 
below the charm threshold.15 Spin and 
relativistlc effects may be calculated 
perturbatively.20 Uncorrected limits on 
the El rates can also be estimated by 
using dipole sura rules. 2 1 

More complex approaches Include spin dependence via a Brelt-Fermi Hanlltonian 
borrowed from QED,"* 2 3 Assumptions regarding the Lorentz structure of the 
potential and the relative strengths of the different terms (spin-orbit, spin-
spin, and tensor) must be made. There is the added possibility of a long range 
spin dependence which does not exist In QED. Recently the analog of the Breit-
Fermi equation has been calculated from QCD for an arbitrary potential, without 
the necessity of inputting a Lorenti structure.21* The Klein-Gordon equation was 
used In another approach, vlth a static potential to gauge the effect of rela-
tivistic wave functions on the El rates. 2 5 In addition relativistic corrections 
can be applied consistently to the electric dlpole rate formula,26 Relativistic 
sum rules have provldtd • corrected estimate of the relative El rates,2' It is 
possible to avoid the nonrelativlstic assumption and retain the use of an instan
taneous potential with spin dependence and a particular Lorentz stincture by 
solving the Salpeter Integral equation of notion. 2 8 In this case relativistic 

Fig. 6. Inclusive y spectrum at 4*1 

and fit for n' study. 
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wave function! are also obtained. Others have calculated the leading QCD 
corrections.19•30 

An approach independent of potential nodela, baaed on the calculable aspects 
of QCD, such aa gluonlc vacuus expectation values, perturbatlve anplltudas. and 
dispersion relations, 3 1~ 3 3 attaapta a "first principles" formulation (sun rules 
are derived). The procedure includes relativlstlc effects, the non-Abelian and 
noninstantaneous nature of the gluonlc field, and couplings to mixed states. 
Although cht methods are formalized and not ambiguous, they do not lend themselves 
to generalizations, which means a rather lengthy calculation for each prediction. 

tie make comparisons between our results and those theories listed in Table 1 
which typify the various approaches to understanding the charmonlun Eysten. To 
assist the reader In the discussion and tables that fallow, we assign each model 
a mnemonic. 

4. RESULTS 

A.I. »' * VKj 

Table ll'" sunmarises the results obtained from the Inclusive photon measure
ment for the El transitions •' * YX,. The branching ratios from the earlier SPEAR 
experiment* a n within the errors and slightly lover than our values. The next 
six nonrelatlvistlc potential model predictions are generally consistent with each 
other, roughly a factor of two larger than measured, and within the upper bound of 
the nonrelatlvlittic sun rule prediction (NONREL SR). The first order £1 rate 
formula used In these predictions is 

W * TXj> - <4/Z7>«J+l)Q2o|<vfM V' 2*? U 5 

where Q is the quark charge, a Is the QED fine structure constant, *- and jij are 
the final and Initial wave functions respectively, and K is the photon energy 
from experiment. There are no corrections for 1) higher nultipoles, from Inter
ference of the photon wave function with the bound state (e f 1), or 11) rela
tivlstlc effects. Since each model contributes only through the transition dlpole 
matrix element, it night be concluded that collectively the wave functions are 
m/i too large. Rather it has been observed that the degree of coincidence of the 
P wave function peak with the 2S wave function node can significantly reduce the 
site of the matrix element.22 *rom the Schtodinger equation the Konrelatlvls'.lc 
potential models, which are sinllar in the 0.1 to 1.0 feral resion, derive similar 
center of gravity P wave functions. They do cot reflect possible attractive and 
repulsive forces due to spin and relatlvistic effects, which can decrease the 
amount of overlap. Likewise, the relative rates in these models reduce to the 
naive El theory ratio 1:1:1, also In disagreement with measurement. 
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TABLE !• List of nodels used for comparison with data. 
DESCRIPTION OF MODELS MNEMONIC 

Honrelativistlc Potential. Ho Spin Dependence 
Linear + Coulonb, fit to tfy,, M^ r H.3p e.o.g. 1 5 or I" I 1* 
from asymptotic QCD. J 

Logarithmic, fit to fy,, Mj,; from M^, -M<, * H T, • H r . 1 6 

QCD inspired, no free parameters; from QCD asymptotic q 
dependence.1' 
Inverse scattering algorithm, fit to cc known spectrum, 
r e e; from fhsory for one dimensional potentials,Ja 

Coupled channel nodal with linear+Coulomb, fit to H*,, 
Mf,, and r M j mixes cc states; modifies wave functions.'9 

Thomae-Reicha-Kuhn and Ulgner-Kirlcuood sum rules. 2 > 

Relativistic/Soln Dependent 
Salpeter equation. Coulomb (vector) + linear (scaler), 
relativistic kinematics to all orders in v/c, spin 
dependence, mixing,, relativistic wave functions, 
variable a. given by asymptotic freedom; fit to tu, 
M*." H V J " 0 ' 1 ' 2 ' " 
Brelfc-Fenni Hamiltonian with Coulomb (vector) + linear 
(scalar) potential , a l l ( v / c ) 2 correct ions Included; 
f i t to fU, HXj> '*Offl instantaneous approximation to 
Bethe-Salpeter equat ion . 2 2 

BAG medal analog of Breit-Fermi Hamiltonian with all 
(v/e)' cotro^tlonai fit to Mj,, M n , M^,; from adlabatlc 
fixed BAG modal (wa use their fltcA).£3 
Klein-Gordon equation With static Coulomb + linear 
(scalar) potential, gets corrections to naive El rates 
due to use of relativistic wave function.25 

El rates formula corrected to (v/c) 2, uses Breit-Fennl 
Hamiltonian with Coulomb + S.M.O. for confining.** 
Ferturbativa calculation of spin + relativistic effects 
starting with naive linear + Coulomb model; fit to 1U, 
Hyi. tyn, «x f l, M X j . a 0 

Drell-Hearn relativistic sun rules. 2 7 

QCD Field Theoretic 
Spin dependent potential from QCD, with relativistic 
correct lor s (Eichten-Feinberg equation), fit to fl. fy,, M x c.o.g.8" * 
QCD field theory calculation, includes quark-gluon 
duality, spin + relatlvletle effects, and mixing. 
Calculable QCD quantities are related to physical 
quantities Via dispersion theory and derived sun rules. 5 1" 5 3 

QCD Corrections 
QCD radiative corrections to HFS, and widths. 2 9 

One gluon QCD corrections to El theory. 3 0 

NONREL L+C 
NONREL LOG 
NONBEL QCD 

NONREL IS 

NONREL CC 
HONREL SR 

SAPLETEK 

BF L+C 

BAG 

XG 

REL El 

PERT 

REL SR 

REL QCD 

DISP + SR 

QCD RADCOR 
QCD El 
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TABLE II. ".•* EI transitions. 
DATUM X B X, x^ 

BR(* ' * YXj> 

C r y s t a l B a l l ' 0.097 4 .0061.016 0.0881.0051.014 0.077 1.005 1.012 
S F - 2 7 8 0.072 i .023 0.0711 .019 0.070 * .020 
NQNRBL L + C 1 5 0.23 i . 0 4 0.21 1.04 0.13 ±.03 
NDNKBL L4C 1 1 * 0.20 1,04 0.18 +.03 0.13 1.02 
NONHEL LOG 0.27 1 .05 0.23 ±.(J& 0.17 ±.03 
NONREL QCD 0.27 1.05 0.23 1.04 0.18 ±.03 
HQHRGL I S 0.24 1.05 0.2! 1.04 0.16 i .03 
HONREL CC 0.20 x .04 0.16 1.03 0.11 ±.02 
NONREL SR < 0.30 < 0.26 < 0.19 
SALPETER 0.10 1.02 0.098 1.018 0.065 ±.012 
BF L+C 0.0B8 i .016 o . n 1.02 0.13 ±.02 
BAG 0.11 ±.02 0.12 * .02 0.11 ±.02 
KG 0.18 i . 0 3 0.16 1.03 0.12 1.02 
REL E l 0.085 ± .016 0.11 1.02 0.089 ±.016 
DISP + S R " 0.05 ±.01 — — 

tOSi * SR 3 S 0.035 i .007 0.16 1 .04 0.15 •-U3 

Relative Rates" 
Observed Ky (tfeV)* 25B 170 126 
Crystal Ball 1.00 1.07 1.05 ±.08 1.37 ±.09 
Naive El Theory 1 1 1 
SALPETER 1 1.14 1.12 
BF L+C 1 1.72 2.53 
tffi 1 1.04 1.14 
REL El 1 1.4 2.6 
QCD Rl 1 1.6 1 .1 1.90 1 .3 
BEL SR 1 1.3 1.2 
a First error is point to point, second Is overall normalization. 
b The error In Kv Is dominated by a (1-2)J systematic error in calibration. 
c normalized by f/0^(2J+l)). 

The last 7 predictions in Table II Include spin and relatlvistie dependence 
to various degrees. Aside from REL El and DISP + SR they rely on Formula (!) and 
exhibit a common diminution in the rate solely from a smaller matrix element. 
REL El Includes relativistic corrections to dlpole formula (1), while DISP4SR, 
a dispersion calculation not using (1), also predicts lower rates. Since differ
ent wave functions for each Xj are produced, reflecting variations in the spin 
coupling! the ratio of rates departs from the naive El theory equality, generally 
in the direction observed. 

Space does not allow for a detailed examination of how well the models 
fit the charmoniun mass spectrum and also the El rates. The latter appears co 
be a measure of how faithfully the actual wave functions are reproduced. In this 
regard the inclusion of spin and relativistic effects is a necessary aspect. 
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To obtain our best measurement far the x state natural widths ( r
t o t) w com

bined the results from the Inclusive process • ' -> YXj with results from the ex
clusive decay (r* + vx. * YYfr •+ TV* i _ (see Table III). 1 0 In both cases the first 
gamma's signal was fit with the detectors line shape and resolution folded with a 
nonrelativistic Breit-Wigner. One can write a formal relation for the extraction 
of T as follows: 

rtot * f(e( F™ M' " h(RESOLUTION)) , (2) 

where f, g and h correspond to a functional relation somewhere between quadratic 
and linear subtraction.35 When I\ . is small compared to the resolution, both 

tot r 

the resolution and the FWHM measurement require precission to obtain a significant 
measure of T. 

tot 
Considering the inclusive photon data first, the high statistics translates 

into values for the FWHM with a relative error in the FWHM =^0,2%, while the 
uncertainty in the resolution is <*±7%. Generally, this situation is tolerable 
when r t o t =» the resolution, but intolerable when r e < resolution. To standardize 
the inclusive measurements of T . the resolution was referenced to the FWHM of 

tot 
the 1>' •* YXj line with the assumption r

t o t ( X j ) ™ "" F o T t' i e r e r a a i n i n 2 pboton 
energies the relative resolution was scaled by 1/(E (GeV)), 

The situafion for the exclusive cascade decays is different. The substanti
ally lower photon statistics leads to a less sensitive measure of the FWHM (rela
tive error =-±3%), while in independent evaluation of the pulls in the kinematic 
fitting of the events leads to a fixed value for the resolution (no error given). 

The best value for T (XQ) is (16±4) KeV from the inclusive study, where 
the error encompasses the uncertainty in resolution. For r j-txj) the best value 
is obtained by averaging the two measurements. The upper limit for I"to,(Xi) fron 
the exclusive study, is comparable with an upper limit estimate from the inclusive 
study based on a quadratic subtraction of the full resolution error. 

Following the data in Table III are several comparisons with theory. The 
absolute estimates are consistently low for ^roE(Xi))i although the corrections 
included in the DISP+SR calculation over the lowest order QCD estimates are in 
the right direction. It would be interesting to see if Che spin and relativistic 
corrections to the wave function, which made such an improvement in the it'1, Xj 
dipole matrix elements, could also produce better agreement for the Xj state full 
widths. The latter are proportional to the derivative of the wave function at 
the origin squared. We know of no such predictions. Absolute estimates for 
T . (xi ,) as well as the ratio of widths are all In agreement with the data, tot *»* 
within the vary large uncertainties. 
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TABLE III. X, widths and El transitions. 

DATUM X 0 X* 
Observed Hess <M«Y)* 
Resolution FWHH (HaV) 
Inclusive fhotoBS* 
Exclusive Photons 

rtot<*J> « " > 

341* 3510 3336 

Inclusive 
Exclusive 
Best Values 
T (X|) Eatinaea from Experiment + EI Theory 
Theory1* 
NQKBEL L+C 1* 
lowest Order Q C D 2 9 

DISP + SR 3 1 

Belstive Widths r t o tGtj) 

Crystal Ball 
Lowest Order Q C D 2 5 

QCD RADCOR 
BR<*' * YXj + n * > 1 0 W ) 

r<xj * Y») OCaV) 
Crystal Ball 
HQNREL L+C 1 5 

NONREL QCD 
NOHXEL IS 
K»REL M 

SALFETEK 
BF L+C 
BAG 
KG 
REL El 
BISI + SR J i 

Relative Rates8 

Observed Ky (MeV)* 
Crystal Bail 
Naive El Theory 
SALSETER 
BF L+C 
KG 
REL El 
QCD El 
REL SR 

a See note J> In Table u -
* Resolution obtained fro* <>' 
c Resolution obtained froa i* 
d neglecting radiative maths. 
e Normalized by l/R*. 

23.8 17.4 13.9 
22.9 16.8 13.4 

16f 4 Assumed 0 2il 
none <2.6 (90S c.L.) 4±2 
16 ±4 <2.6 3*2 

:*Sl Theory 0.75 ±0.30 

2 0.1 0.5 
~2.4 ~0.U -0.64 
4.5 ±.5 ~™ 1.9* .3 

5.313,8 : <2.6 • 1 
3.7S * 0.25 s 1 
6.81.4 • 0.17 ±.03 : 1 

0.059 ±.015 2.38±.12 1.261 .08 

97 ±36 <700 490 ±330 
141 28? 398 
182 361 496 
151 316 422 
130 257 350 

>90 , <180 >200 , <370 >300 , <490 
120 258 367 
111 244 310 
162 325 415 
130 260 340 
115 215 26? 

170160 245285 208172 

307 392 432 
1.0 ±.4 t <3.5 t 1.81 1.2 

I : 1 J 1 
1 : 1.03 i 1.10 
1 : 1.06 : 1.00 
1 ! 0.96 s 3.94 
1 : 0.90 s 0.83 
1 : 0.80 '- 0.81 
1 : 0.89 : 1.10 

YX, * y + any, assuaing r t o t(X,) - 0. 
• YXj + Y* * Vi +2~ exclusive channel kinematic ilt$. 
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4.3. r(Xj-»-yJ/») 
The experimental race r(x, •» yJ/*) may be calculated as follows: 

MK** * YXj + TT-I/*) 
r(Xj*YJ/« - !»(»• H. -yxj) ^ o t ^ " < 3 ) 

where the product branching ratio in the numerator is obtained from the Crystal 
Ball exclusive cascade study, the branching ratio In the denominator is fron Che 
inclusive photon measurement, and the Xj full width Is as described above. The 
laet three sections in Table III summarize the experimental values and theoretical 
estimates far the Xj State radiative widths. 

He see fron Bq. (3) that the quality of the measurements for r(xj •» yJ/v) are 
dominated by the large uncertainty in p, o t(Xj)- Consequently, the best measured 
radiative width is for x 0- A 1 1 c n e models, whether corrected or not, are in 
agreement with our rates for Xi 2 "* TJ/*- for r(xQ * yJ/W the spin and relativ
ist ic correctad models give slightly better (lower) estimates, in a manner similar 
to that observed tor the El transitions from V • The predicted ratio of radiative 
widths is consistent with our result, which is again dominated by the large error 
in r

t ot^J^' Currently there Is an effort underway to measure r o t(Xj) In * 
resolution independent way using the exclusive cascade decay data, *' - Y,Xj * 
Y,Y2J/4>-36 From the known masses of the C' and J/* and the two Y energies, two 
masses are calculated for M(Xj), one for each photon, M, and M~. The correlation 
between M^ and M« will contain a contribution from the states natural line width, 
which may be extracted by doing a minimum likelihood fit to the correlation 
probability as a function of I \ . 

An estimate for the total width of the Xj based on i) scaling El theory, ii) 
the measured total width of the x 0> 3 , d l i J* ^4* O ) solved for T <X() is now 
possible. From I) r(xj * YjJ/*) - I"(x0 * y ^ / f H K ^ / K ^ ) 3 ' (200? SO) KeV. 
using the measured values for B R W -» YXj) from Table II and BR('V -» YX 1 •* YYJ/*) 
from Table III gives r t o t(Xj estimate) - (0.75 ±0.30) HeV. 

4.4. n. ana n' 

Table IV summarlres the Crystal Ball inclusive photon measurements for the 
charmonlum pseudoscalar randidate particles, and predictions from various nodels. 
Regarding the hyperfine splitting (HFS), two of the estimates are based en QCD 
calculations, BEL QC9 and DISP+SR, and are In fairly good agreement with our 
values. A recent determination of the gluonlc radiative correction to the HFS, 
QCD RADCOR, Indicates suppression of the splittings which leads to much lower 
valueB than observed. In general, the remaining highly mode) dependent predic
tions are all in the ball parV. 
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TABLE IV. CheXBonlum pseudoscalari. 
DATUM "c n c CANDIDATE 

Observed Mass (HeV)* 2984 ±5 3592 ± 5 
Byperflne Splitting (HeV) 
Crystal Ball 
MOREL qCO 
PERT 
SALPETER 
BAG 
REL QCD 
DISP+SR'2 

QCD RADCQE 

11115 
99 
75 

50-95 
117 (input) 

:is 
95 1 20 
53*13 

92*5 
65 
47 
14-60 
93 
83 

23*6 
!»<*• * T1S0}3"<5!) "Hindered" "Allowed" 

Crystal Ball 
HOHREL L+C 1 5 

DI5P+SR3* 
DISP+SR33 

0.29* .Ofi 
0.451.09 
0.35 
«r3.7 

0.2-1.3 (95Z C.L.) 
0.451 .11 

.18* .02 
B8(J/#*T lS 0)' , ,«) "Allowed" 

Crystal Ball 
NONR£L L+C 5 5 

MSP*SR J Z 

3ISP+SR53 

1.20 -Q.35 
2.6±0.5 
3.5*0.8 
2.4 *0.9 

S.A. 

""totf'V { M e V ) 

12.414.6 CryBtal Ball 12.414.6 <i '«2 C.L.) 
Theory" 

QCD gluon counting prediction* 
DISP+SR3' 
MSP+SR 3 2 

qCD RADCOR 

4.7±0-9 
5.6*0.5 
4.2*1.0 
8318:5 

2-5 

6 9 + 0.5 "•'-0.3 
a See Dote b In Table II. 
* f<" ,S c * 86) - r(n3S. - 8gg)(l/a.>i27ir/3(*Z-9>]. o 8 - 0.2. /<13S. - ggg) 

48* 9 KeV, r(23S, - ggg) - 401 30 KeV. 
c Neglecting radiative widths. 

A precise branching ratio detamlnstlon tor the "alloved" Hi decay, T' * >r', 
is hampered by the correlation between the natural width and signal strength for 
the Inclusive photon. Naive Kl theory (NOSREL L+C) give* a halite within ceamrcd 
Units, and a dispersion theory stai rule calculation, D1SP+SR. predicts the 
branching ratio at our lower Halt. Predicted and observed values for the 
"hindered" Ml transition BR{#' •* -ji).) are consistent within errors. Here st uith 
the radiative transitions to Xj. the size of the overlap catrlx eleaent is highly 
dependent on the wave (unction shapes. These in turn are aodel dependent and 
subject to relatlvlstlc and spin corrections. The dispersion theory calculation 
vhlch should be free of these problem is in good agreeneat. For the HI "alloved" 
transition J/4 * 71 c our neasureoenc Is feure precise, and ths naive HI theory 
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eatinat.e and dispersion calculations are ~2 tines larger the-jn observed. This is 
interacting, since the magnetic dipole matrix elenenc is ~1. making the predictions 
almost model independent. The last section in Table IV covers L"nc r,c and nj total 
widths. The upper limit on the n' width 1B consistent with the naive gluon 
counting prediction. We measure T t(n ) - (12.4i4.6) MeV, which is good to ±72 
error in the inclusive photon energy resolution, and is significantly larger than 
lowest order QCD estimates. This is very similar to the situation with " c o t ( X n ) . 
Incorporating gluonic radiative corrections, QCD RADCOR, gives a predicted width 
within errors of our value. 

5. COJiCLUSIOX 

Comparing our precise measurements for the El transitions $* -*- yx-i with 
theory has underscored the iKportance of Including 1) spin and relacivistic 
corrections, ii) variations in the 2P and IS wave function shapes resulting from 
corrections, and ill) coupling to closed and open decay channels. Considering our 
best measured total widths, i.e., I",ot(nc) and " t o t(Xg)> it appears that higher 
order QCD corrections are important and large. Our neasurenents for the El races 
r. + YJA' suffer frnr the large errorG in " .(*.); our best value is for 
Tlxr. -* Y.J/î K and the agreencnt here is slightly better with the corrected theo
ries. Both the potential uodels and the lowest order QCD derived predictions are 
capable of consistency with our observed HFS, although QCD raiiative corrections 
appear to go in the wrong direction (less splitting than Treasured). For the best 
measured HI "allowed" pseudescalar transition, J/v •* vn c, tl.e naive potential 
model and dispersion theory predictions are roughly a facto ' of 2 large. Perhaps 
corrections to the Ml formula are important. 
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